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Physical injuries and other disruptions—and even some generally positive life 
changes, such as pregnancy and new motherhood—often bring on bouts of mental 
injuries or mental illness. These can also occur at any other point in the life of a typi-
cal runner. Warning signs to watch out for include feeling hopeless or worthless, not 
!nding joy in your training (or anything else that used to bring you pleasure), with-
drawing from your friends and family, or thinking about hurting yourself or other 
people. If you spot any of these signs, seek help from a counselor, psychologist, social 
worker, or other mental health professional (your primary care doctor can usually refer 
you if you don’t know where to start). And if you’re in crisis, you can always call the 
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at (800) 273-8255 in the United States or chat live 
at suicidepreventionlifeline.org.

THEN MOVE FORWARD
Once you’ve allowed yourself a period of mourning and processing, it’s time to get real 
about your next steps. I !nd the next important phase to be one of gathering informa-
tion—tracking down as many details as you can to understand the new reality and 
time frame you’re working with and what your process should look like to set and 
reach new goals.

If you’re dealing with injury or illness, you need a quali!ed health care team (refer 
back to chapter 8 about building one). Later in this chapter, we also provide more advice 
on both shorter- and longer-term health conditions.

Every situation is different, but as I work with athletes on navigating setbacks, I have 
a few rules of thumb I follow. One general guideline is not to cram missed miles into 
a single day or week because while you might be tempted to make up for what you’ve 
missed, doing so can increase your risk of overtraining and injury. Instead, it’s almost 
always better to simply look forward. Table 16.1 can help guide you on exactly how to forge 
ahead based on how much time you’ve missed and how close you are to your goal race.

All this assumes that you’re going to have ample time to train and recover on the 
other side of a temporary setback. I know that’s not always the case, and if your life-
style is altered for a signi!cant period of time, you might want to take the last option 
and run for maintenance and stress relief until you’re in a better place to put more 
emphasis on your running.

Again, this isn’t the same as giving up on your goal; it’s merely acknowledging real-
ity and shifting your timeline for achieving it. Many athletes who take this approach 
often !nd the base mileage they log during a particularly stressful period pays off in 
even bigger breakthroughs down the line.

RUN OR REST?

Most runners are tough enough to persevere even if they’re not feeling their best. 
But when you’re under the weather, that’s usually not a great idea. Illnesses—even 
mild ones such as the common cold—deplete your body’s recovery resources, 
meaning that even if you’re able to run, you probably won’t reap the same benefits 
from your training. Plus, you’ll risk prolonging or worsening your condition, which 
can have a more serious effect on your plans.

While I’m not a medical professional—and you should always check with your 
doctor if you have concerns about your health—here’s how I approach minor respi-
ratory infections or similar conditions for myself and for my athletes.

 ● For colds and other minor respiratory bugs. Skip workouts and long runs and 
take easy runs by feel. Skipping a day or two to rest completely may help you 
recover more quickly and won’t negatively affect your long-term goals. But if 
running relieves pressure in your head or loosens the gunk in your nose, it’s OK 
to go for it. (If you track your heart rate, you might notice it’s about 10 beats per 
minute or so higher than normal.)

 ● For fevers. Rest until your body temperature goes down and stays there. An 
elevated body temperature means your immune system is working hard to 
fight off an infection or other disruption. Heating yourself more with exercise 
may slow this process and even cause you to overheat to a dangerous degree. 
(Here, your heart rate may be about 20 beats per minute higher than normal—a 
red flag to rest.)

 ● For short-term stomach bugs or flu. Don’t run if you have symptoms such as 
aches, chills, nausea, vomiting, or diarrhea. Wait until two days after you’re 
able to resume eating and drinking normally; then do only easy runs for a week 
afterward. It takes time to replenish your fluids, fuel, and energy stores after 
such serious symptoms. Rushing back into hard running too soon means you’ll 
risk injuries as well as a blow to your confidence because you won’t be able to 
perform the way you think you should.

 ● For illnesses that last more than a few days. Sometimes, the flu can knock you 
out for more than a day or two—symptoms can linger for five days or longer. If 
that’s the case, track your symptoms and resting heart rate (more about how 
to do this on page 32). Once you feel better and your resting heart rate is less 
than 10 beats per minute higher than normal, you can likely start running again, 
though it’s a good idea to check in with your doctor if you have any concerns. 
Take it slow and steady for at least two weeks before you jump back into a train-
ing plan. COVID has some other considerations; see more about that on later.

Note: If you’re consistently coming down with something during training, you 
might want to pay extra attention to your immune system. While regular exercise 
improves your immunity overall, hard training can temporarily boost your suscep-
tibility to illness and infection (Da Silveira et al. 2021).

Shore it up with good overall fueling—paying special attention to postrun recov-
ery nutrition, along with key nutrients such as vitamin D, vitamin C, and zinc—and 
adequate sleep and recovery time. Also, take all the basic precautions that served 
us so well during the pandemic, including washing your hands frequently and stay-
ing away from others who have symptoms of illness, especially in the hours after 
a workout, long run, or race.

Table 1 .1 How to Handle Missed Training

If you miss . . . Do this . . .
A day or two of training Just get back on schedule where you are; don’t try to make up missed mileage.

More than three days 
in a row

Ease in with at least one or two easy runs before resuming a training plan as sched-
uled.

Five runs or more Ease back in for one to two weeks, starting with easy runs and adjusting your work-
outs and volume to reduce mileage and intensity.

More than one week Adjust your expectations for the upcoming month. If you’re racing that month, con-
sider altering your time goals or even dropping them altogether and running by feel. If 
you’re two months or more out from a race, however, it won’t likely be a setback in the 
long run—you can keep the same goals for your season.

More than two weeks Consider shutting down entirely until you’re recovered or healed or your circum-
stances change. Then develop a new plan once you’re feeling strong and you’ve 
established a new routine.


